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OUT WORK. OUT PLAY. OUT DRIVE. OUT LAST. OUT SHINE.

Dieter’s has been manufacturing high quality truck accessories since 1976! Our legacy started with a highly skilled tradesman and a few close friends who felt their trucks deserved that custom touch. Fast forward 40 years, and Dieter’s has become the largest, most trusted and most OEM awarded name in high quality stainless steel accessories for today’s Big Rigs.

Our truck accessories don’t just belong in show-and-shines, they belong on the highways and backroads of North America.

WHAT’S THIS MEAN FOR YOU?
Listening to the customer and delivering a product that is worthy of your hard earned dollars. Dieter’s has become the high quality accessory manufacturer of choice for North America’s heavy truck OEM’s. We use only the highest quality, non-magnetic 304 stainless steel and back it up with award winning customer service. In fact, we are so confident in our products, we stand behind them for a full two years. Try finding that with one of our competitors!

THE RESULT?
Highest quality stainless steel accessories available at over 2000 dealerships throughout North America. Outwork, Outplay, Outlast with our high quality custom products for today’s professional drivers.

CRAFTED IN NORTH AMERICA

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

EMAIL US AT: inquiries@dietersaccessories.com
TOLL FREE: 1-877-884-8555
ONLINE AT: www.dietersaccessories.com
Customer service contact
www.facebook.com/PaneliteByDieters panelite_by_dieters @Panelite_Dieter

WELCOME TO THE BIG LEAGUES OF TRUCK ACCESSORIES

OUT WORK. OUT PLAY. OUT DRIVE. OUT LAST. OUT SHINE.
**NEW CASCADIA**

**CASCADIA**

**CASCADIA EVOLUTION**

**LITES, BEZELS & HARNESSSES**

**LIGHT TYPES**

Available in amber, red, clear lens amber light, clear lens red light. Sold individually.

- **X2AG2 LED & BEZEL**
  - AMBER (X2AG2) DML DUAX2AG2LED
  - AMBER CLEAR (X2ACG2) DML DUAX2ACG2LED
  - RED (X2RG2) DML DUAX2RG2LED
  - RED CLEAR (X2RCG2) DML DUAX2RCG2LED
- **X3AG2 LED & BEZEL**
  - AMBER (X3AG2) DML DUAX3AG2LED
  - AMBER CLEAR (X3ACG2) DML DUAX3ACG2LED
  - RED (X3RG2) DML DUAX3RG2LED
  - RED CLEAR (X3RCG2) DML DUAX3RCG2LED
- **M1 LED - .180 BULLETS & BEZEL**
  - M1 AMBER LED PNL00212335*
  - M1 AMBER CLEAR LED PNL00212336*
- **M1 LED - .180 BULLETS & NO BEZEL**
  - M1 AMBER LED PNL00212355*
  - M1 AMBER CLEAR LED PNL00212356*
- **MS LED - .180 BULLETS & BEZEL**
  - MS AMBER LED PNL00212704*
  - MS AMBER CLEAR LED PNL00212706*
  - MS AMBER ROUND LED PNL00212708*
  - MS AMBER CLEAR ROUND LED PNL00212710*
- **3/4" ROUND LED - .180 BULLETS WITH GROMMET & BEZEL**
  - 3/4" ROUND AMBER LED PNL00212900*
  - 3/4" ROUND AMBER CLEAR LED PNL00212901*
- **3/4" ROUND LED - .180 BULLETS WITH GROMMET (FOR USE IN UNDERLIT PRODUCT)**
  - 3/4" ROUND AMBER LED PNL00212904*
  - 3/4" ROUND AMBER CLEAR LED PNL00212905*

**BEZELS & WIRING HARNESSSES**

Available in two styles - plain or with visor. Sold individually. Bulk wiring harness is sold by the roll.

- **2" ROUND PLAIN LIGHT BEZEL WITHOUT VISOR** DML DUALB2
- **2" ROUND LIGHT BEZEL WITH VISOR** DML DUALB2
- **2.5" BEZEL** DML DUALB2S
- **2.5" VISOR BEZEL** DML DUALB2S
- **4" BEZEL ROUND WITHOUT VISOR** DML DUALB4
- **4" VISOR BEZEL** DML DUALB4
- **6" OVAL BEZEL** DML DUALB6
- **6" OVAL VISOR BEZEL** DML DUALB6
- **WIRING HARNESS WITH 6" CENTER SPACING - 200 PLUG** DML DUALA100
- **WIRING HARNESS WITH 12" CENTER SPACING - 100 PLUG** DML DUALA112

*Available under the Panelite by Dieter's brand, through direct ship program. www.Panelite.com
SUNVISORS
There are lots of places you want to soak in the sun - but your cab isn’t one of them. Our extended sunvisors help keep the cab cooler while reducing eye strain. OEM replacement. Uses lights included except where indicated. Brackets and hardware included.

STATEMENT
HIGHEST QUALITY. LONGEST LASTING. OUR REPUTATION IS STAINLESS!
NEW CASCADIA

UNDER HEADLIGHT FENDER/BUMPER TRIM
Protects the paint from road debris damage. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs. ABP FL327 sold as a 4 piece set.

2018+ NEW CASCADIA UNDERHEADLIGHT ABP FL545
2018+ NEW CASCADIA - FOG LIGHT ABP FL541
2008+ CASCADIA MODELS ABP FL327

STEP FAIRING SCUFF PANELS
Protects paint from scratches in the step areas. ABP FL517 is a 4 piece set including the top kick panels and bottom step panels. ABP FL519 is a pair of lower panels. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape.

2018+ NEW CASCADIA 126” BBC MODELS - PAIR (UPPER & LOWER) ABP FL517
2013+ EVOLUTION MODELS - 4 PIECE SET (UPPER & LOWER) ABP FL519

LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS
Attaches to bumper face. Some drilling required. Plate bezel and hardware included.

2018+ NEW CASCADIA - SINGLE PLATE ABP FL318
2008+ CASCADIA - SINGLE PLATE (WILL NOT FIT ON NEW CASCADIA) ABP FL229
2008+ CASCADIA - 2 PLATE (WILL NOT FIT ON NEW CASCADIA) ABP FL315

STEP TRIM, PLAIN ABP FL320

REAR WINDOW GUARD
Designed to protect the rear window from debris and damage, while adding a stylish and durable stainless steel accent. For Cascadia DayCab models with 28” x 31” rear glass. Guards are able to open and close as needed. Sold as a set.

2007+ CASCADIA DAYCAB WITH UNDERSLUNG EXHAUST ABP FL540

BATTERY/TOOLBOX COVERS
Attaches using supplied hardware. ABP FL544 & ABP FL540 attach using supplied 3M two-sided tape.

2018+ NEW CASCADIA BATTERY & TOOLBOX COVER ABP FL544
2008+ CASCADIA MODELS ABP FL540

2018+ NEW CASCADIA BATTERY & TOOLBOX COVER/STEP TRIM KIT BATTERY BOX WITH ETCHED FREIGHTLINER LOGO
INCLUDES: ABP FL318, ABP FL319, ABP FL320

2008+ CASCADIA BATTERY & TOOLBOX COVER/STEP TRIM KIT
INCLUDES: ABP FL317, ABP FL318, ABP FL320

BATTERY BOX COVER, PLAIN, DRIVER SIDE ABP FL317
BATTERY BOX COVER, WITH ETCHED LOGO, DRIVER SIDE ABP FL318
TOOLBOX COVER, PLAIN, PASSENGER SIDE ABP FL319
STEP TRIM, PLAIN ABP FL320

DOOR WINDOW SHADE
Attaches to the upper portion of the sleeper extender on New Cascadia models. Provides coverage for the side lights. Directs light backwards, while blocking the glare from appearing in side mirrors. Sold in pairs.

NEW CASCADIA ABP FL548

ANTI-GLARE SHIELD
Attaches to the upper portion of the sleeper extender on New Cascadia models. Provides coverage for the side lights. Directs light backwards, while blocking the glare from appearing in side mirrors. Sold in pairs.

NEW CASCADIA ABP FL548
SKIRTING KITS - NEW CASCADIA

(3/3/1) each number represents the number of lights per skirt (i.e.: this kit has 3 lights on the cab, 3 lights on the sleeper and 1 light on the extender). Lights, hardware and harnesses included.

NEW CASCADIA MODELS WITHOUT FAIRINGS - 3" WIDE

FOR TRUCKS WITH NO EXTENDERS
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - PLAIN ABP FL556
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - M1 AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL557
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - M1 AMBER CLEAR LED (1/4) ABP FL558
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - 3/4" ROUND AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL559
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - UNDERLIT (1/4) ABP FL560
NEW CASCADIA MODELS WITH FAIRINGS - 2" WIDE

FOR TRUCKS WITH NO EXTENDERS
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - PLAIN ABP FL534
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - M5 AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL535
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - M5 AMBER CLEAR LED (1/4) ABP FL536
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - 3/4" ROUND AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL537
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, END CAP - UNDERLIT (1/4) ABP FL538

FOR TRUCKS WITH 12" EXTENDERS
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - M1 AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL523
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - M1 AMBER CLEAR LED (1/4) ABP FL524
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - 3/4" ROUND AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL525
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - UNDERLIT (1/4) ABP FL526

FOR TRUCKS WITH 20-24" EXTENDERS
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - M1 AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL513
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - M1 AMBER CLEAR LED (1/4) ABP FL514
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - 3/4" ROUND AMBER LED (1/4) ABP FL515
CAB SKIRTS, 72" SLEEPER SKIRTS, EXTENDERS - UNDERLIT (1/4) ABP FL516

SEE PAGE 12 FOR DAYCAB CAB SKIRTS
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DAYCAB CAB SKIRTS
For 2018+ New Cascadia DayCabs. Driver side skirt has black heater cutout. Hardware, lights and harnesses included. Sold in pairs.

PLAIN (NO LIGHTS) ABP FL597
MS AMBER LED (5) ABP FL598
MS AMBER CLEAR LED (5) ABP FL599
3/4" ROUND AMBER LED (6) ABP FL600
3/4" ROUND AMBER CLEAR LED (6) ABP FL601
EXTENDER - PLAIN ABP FL602

REAR BUNK PANEL
With logo cutout. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape.

2008+ MODELS - PLAIN ABP FL353
2008+ MODELS - WITH MOUNTAIN ABP FL352

TRIM ACCENTS

2018+ NEW CASCADIA - DOOR HANDLE ABP FL542
2018+ NEW CASCADIA - SIDE HOOD (PLAIN) ABP FL549
2018+ NEW CASCADIA - SIDE HOOD (TEXTURED FINISH) ABP FL550
2008+ CASCADIA - SIDE HOOD ABP FL336
2008+ CASCADIA - HOOD LATCH ABP FL331
2008+ CASCADIA - SIGNAL LIGHT ABP FL334

BUNK WINDOW TRIM

2018+ NEW CASCADIA 126" BBC ABP FL547

AIR INTAKE GRILLE

2018+ NEW CASCADIA 126" BBC ABP FL547

EMBLEM ACCENT
Attaches using supplied hardware. Sold in pairs.

2018+ NEW CASCADIA ABP FL546

FENDER/HEEL WELL TRIM KIT
Sold as a kit. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape.

2018+ NEW CASCADIA MODELS (8 PIECE SET) ABP FL537
2008+ CASCADIA MODELS (6 PIECE SET) ABP FL328

122SD/CORONADO
TRUCK FEATURES THE FOLLOWING AFTERMARKET PARTS:

FENDER GUARDS ABP FL344
GRILLE DEFLECTORS ABP FL352
SUNVISOR ABP FL324
BUG DEFLECTOR ABP FL349
UNDER WINDOW TRIM ABP FL358
DOOR WINDOW SHADES ABP FL348
BUNK VENT SURROUND ABP FL356
### Lower Grille Trim

**ABP FL100**

Protects the paint against stone chips. Mounts using supplied hardware. Sold individually.

- **Pre-2010 Models**
- **Pre-2010 Models - With Etched Flames**  
  **ABP FL163**

### Fender Guards

**ABP FL364**

The best defense against road debris and the effects of high mileage wear and tear. Below headlight and headlight surround fender guards. Attaches using supplied hardware. Sold in pairs.

- **Headlight Surround 2010+ Set-Forward Axle Models**  
  **ABP FL350**
- **Below Headlight 2010+ Set-Forward Axle Models**  
  **ABP FL351**
- **Below Headlight 2010+ Set-Back Axle Models**  
  **ABP FL364**
- **Below Headlight Pre-2010 Models**  
  **ABP FL999**
- **Below Headlight Pre-2010 Models - With Etched Flames**  
  **ABP FL162**

### Bug Deflectors

Helps protect the hood and windshield from rocks and road debris. Mounts behind grille. Drilling of mounting holes required. Sold in pairs. All hardware supplied. Constructed of high-quality 304 stainless steel. Lifetime guarantee against breakage.

- **2010+ Models**  
  **ABP FL349**
- **2013+ Severe Duty Models**  
  **ABP FL356**
- **Pre-2010 Models**  
  **ABP FL999**
- **Pre-2010 Models - With Etched Flames**  
  **ABP FL161**

### Sunvisor

There's lots of places you want to soak in the sun - but your cab isn't one of them. Our extended sunvisors help keep the cab cooler while reducing eye strain. Measures 17” at the center. Stainless steel sunvisor utilizes OEM lights. Uses all existing OEM hardware and mounting brackets.

- **2010+ High-Roof Models - Not for Daycabs or Severe Duty Models**  
  **ABP FL324**
- **2010+ Set-Forward Axle - 15” Long**  
  **ABP FL352**
- **2010+ Set-Forward Axle - 20” Long**  
  **ABP FL353**
- **Pre-2010**  
  **ABP FL101**
- **Pre-2010 - With Etched Flames**  
  **ABP FL164**

`*Not to be used with headlight surround fender guards.`

### Sunvisor Side Trim


- **Pre-2010 Models**  
  **ABP FL104**

### Battery Box Cover


- **Pre-2010 Models**  
  **ABP FL274**

### Bunk Vent Trim


- **2010+ Models**  
  **ABP FL356**

### Door Handle Trim


- **2010+ Models**  
  **ABP FL355**

### Door Post Accent

No hardware required. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.

- **2010+ Models**  
  **ABP FL365**
DOOR TOP CAP

DOOR WINDOW DEFLECTORS
Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. No hardware required. Sold in pairs.

UNDER WINDOW ACCENT
Accents the area under the window. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.

TRIPLE LICENSE PLATE HOLDER
For 2010+ models. Holds 3 plates. Hardware and plate bezels included. Sold individually. Designed to fit the following OEM bumpers:
- A21-28236-004/005/006/007/008/009/010/011
- A21-28238-004/005/006/007
- A21-28237-004/005/006/007
- A21-27731-002/003/006/007

EXTENDER SKIRTS
For 2010+ models. Lights, hardware and harnesses included. Sold in pairs.

REAR FRAME COVERS
Adds style and protection to the rear frame. For 2010+ models. Available with Freightliner logo cutout, Coronado logo cutout or plain. Mounts to the rear frame. Attaches using supplied hardware. Some drilling required.

WINDOW SHADE
Protects the cab from the elements allowing for the window to be open for fresh air. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. A 4-piece set.

WEB ENQUIRIES:
dietersaccessories.com
877-884-8555
inquiries@dietersaccessories.com

Alliance Truck Parts by Dieter’s | PROFESSIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
304 stainless steel
HIGHEST QUALITY. LONGEST LASTING.
OUR REPUTATION IS STAINLESS!
PRE-2010 CORONADO FACTORY REPLACEMENT PANELS

These panels are replacement panels only. Made of aluminum. Lights, hardware and harnesses are NOT included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OEM PART NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>AFTERMARKET PART NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A22-53462-000</td>
<td>COWL - LEFT HAND (DRIVER)</td>
<td>ABP FL 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-53462-001</td>
<td>COWL - RIGHT HAND (PASSENGER)</td>
<td>ABP FL 374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-53463-000</td>
<td>DOOR - LEFT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-53463-001</td>
<td>DOOR - RIGHT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-58316-000</td>
<td>HOOD - LEFT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-58316-001</td>
<td>HOOD - RIGHT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-60421-000</td>
<td>70” SLEEPER - LEFT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-60421-001</td>
<td>70” SLEEPER - RIGHT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-61250-000</td>
<td>58” SLEEPER - LEFT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22-61250-001</td>
<td>58” SLEEPER - RIGHT HAND</td>
<td>ABP FL 370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SKIRTING KITS

Available for rear mount or side mount exhaust. Kits include cap, sleeper and extender skirts. (3/3/1) each number represents the number of lights per skirt (ie: this kit has 3 lights on the cap, 3 lights on the sleeper and 1 light on the extender). Lights, hardware and harnesses included. Measures 3.5” wide. Driver side cab skirt has a block heater cutout. Cannot be used on models with chassis fairings.

CAB SKIRTS

Measures 3.5” wide. Cab skirts are set back and don’t interfere with fuel filling. Attaches using supplied hardware. Block heater cutout in driver side. Sold in pairs. Lights and harnesses included. Cannot be used on models with chassis fairings.

SLEEPER SKIRTS

Measures 3.5” wide. Sleeper skirts attach using supplied hardware. Lights and harnesses included. Available for rear mount and side mount exhaust. Sold in pairs. Cannot be used on models with chassis fairings.

EXTENDER SKIRTS

Measures 3.5” wide. Lights, harnesses and hardware included. Sold in pairs.

BUG DEFLECTORS

Helps protect the hood and windshield from rocks and road debris. Mounts behind grille, drilling of mounting holes through fiberglass hood required. All mounting hardware included. Constructed of high-quality 304 stainless steel. LIFETIME GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE.

SUNVISOR EXTENSION STRIPS

Attaches using supplied hardware and a 3M two-sided tape. 3” wide extension for the OEM composite visor.

FENDER GUARD TRIM

Protects the paint from road debris. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.
SEVERE DUTY, FLD-112, FLD-120, M2 BUSINESS CLASS

TRUCK FEATURES THE FOLLOWING AFTERMARKET PARTS:

**Bug Deflector**
- ABP FL398

**Fender Guards** - 114SD
- ABP FL397

**Columbia**
- Replaces OEM mesh panel. No mounting hardware required.
- ABP FL082

**Grille Filler Panel**
- ABP FL085
- TRIM KIT: ABP FL085
- TRIM KIT: HOOD WITH FLAMES, DOOR NO FLAMES: ABP FL241
- DOOR ONLY: ABP FL206
- HOOD ONLY - WITH FLAMES: ABP FL160

**CAB & HOOD Accent Trim**
- ABP FL086
- TRIM KIT - HOOD WITH FLAMES, DOOR NO FLAMES: ABP FL241
- DOOR ONLY: ABP FL206
- HOOD ONLY - WITH FLAMES: ABP FL160

**Storage Door & Bunk Window Trim**
- ABP FL087
- BUNK WINDOW TRIM - FITS 25.5X15.25" WINDOW: ABP FL091
- INNER BUNK WINDOW 2013+: ABP FL399
- STORAGE DOOR - 2006+: ABP FL314
- STORAGE DOOR - PRE-2006: ABP FL076

**Marker Light Trim**
- Sold in pairs. ABP FL087 uses supplied 3M two-sided tape.
- 2006+: ABP FL315
- PRE-2006: ABP FL087
- 3 PLATES: ABP FL084

**Triple License Plate Holder**
- Fits to OEM license plate holes in bumper. Drilling of bumper required. Mounts using supplied hardware. Plate bezels included.
- ABP FL314 & ABP FL091

**Upper Vent Trim**
- EACH, 2006+: ABP FL313

**Door Window Deflectors**
- PAIR: ABP FL024A

**Door Handle & Logo Trim**
- SET: ABP FL088

**Wheel Well Trim**
- PAIR: ABP FL086

**304 Stainless Steel**

**Our Reputation is Stainless!**

dietersaccessories.com
877-884-8555
inquiries@dietersaccessories.com
SEVERE DUTY, FLD-112, FLD-120, M2 BUSINESS CLASS

BUG DEFLECTORS
Helps protect the hood and windshield from rocks and road debris. Mounts behind grille bezel, drilling of mounting holes through the hood are required. ABP FL037 mounts behind grab handle. Attaches using supplied hardware. Constructed of high-quality 304 stainless steel. LIFETIME GUARANTEE AGAINST BREAKAGE.

FENDER GUARDS
The best defense against road debris and the effects of high mileage wear and tear. Sold in pairs. Some drilling required. Hardware included. Mounts under headlight.

GRILLE DEFLECTORS

BUMPER INSERTS
Applied to bumper using supplied 3M two-sided tape. Panels are pre-taped and no hardware is required. Sold in a 3 piece kit.

DOOR WINDOW DEFLECTORS
Helps to reduce cab air turbulence. Sold in pairs. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided Tape.

SCUFF FAIRING PANELS
Top front scuff fairing panel is for rear mounted exhaust. Top center scuff fairing panel is 39” long. Top edge of panels hook over top edge of the fairing. No drilling or hardware required. Attaches using supplied 3M two-sided tape. Sold in pairs.

SUNVISORS
There are lots of places you want to soak in the sun – but your cab isn’t one of them. Our extended sunvisors help keep the cab cooler while reducing eye strain. Drilling of roof is required for installation. Sunvisors attach using supplied hardware. The 16” deep stainless steel sunvisors for FLD-128 raised roof model is designed to replace the OEM composite visor. All hardware included. Light hole models include mounting hardware and harnesses only.

SCREENS
Protects the cab from the elements allowing for the window to be open for fresh air. Drilling of door is required. Sold in pairs.

DOOR WINDOW SHADE
Provides the cab from the elements allowing for the window to be open for fresh air. Drilling of door is required. Sold in pairs.
ARGOSY

TRUCK FEATURES THE FOLLOWING AFTERMARKET PARTS:

- **Bumper Step (Measures 24" x 2")** ABP FL527
- **2012+ Front Air Vent Grille** ABP FL528
- **2012+ Rear Air Vent Grille** ABP FL529
- **2012+ OEM Replacement Sunvisor - (5) OEM Light Holes** ABP FL530
- **2012+ Cab Skirt - Plain (No Lights)** ABP FL531

**ARGOSY**

**UNIVERSAL**

**HIGHEST QUALITY. LONGEST LASTING.**

**ALL OUT.**

**ALL SEASON.**

**ALL DRIVE.**

**304 Stainless Steel**

**OUR REPUTATION IS STAINLESS!**

www.dietersaccessories.com

877-844-8555

inquiries@dietersaccessories.com
Alliance Truck Parts by Dieter's | PROFESSIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
dietersaccessories.com 877-884-8555 inquiries@dietersaccessories.com

**DML DUA088 (5 PIECES SHOWN)**
Stainless steel deck plate. Sold in 7”x32” individual sections. Hardware included.

**DML DUA014**
SINGLE
**DML DUA007**
DOUBLE
**DML DUA040**

**HEADLIGHT VISORS**
Add style to your headlights. Mounts to bezel using existing hardware. Sold in pairs.

**ABP FL097**
87” LONG
**ABP FL096**
82” LONG
**ABP FL097**
87” LONG
**ABP FL096**
82” LONG

**FOOT TRACTION STRAP (4 PIECES SHOWN)**
Made of rubber. Mounts to frame. Sold in sets of 4.

**UNIVERSAL**
**DML DUA066**
**ABP FL001**
10” WIDE, 4” TALL
**ABP FL001**
10” WIDE, 4” TALL

**BATTERY BOX PANELS**
Panels are fastened using supplied hardware. ABP FL030 and ABP FL148 also use supplied silicone adhesive. Sold in a 4 piece set.

**BACK UP LIGHT SHIELD AND BRACKET**
Both ends are open on shield. Attaches using existing hardware. Sold in pairs.

**CENTER REAR LIGHT BOXES**
Not only does the center rear light box add style to your truck, but it increases your visibility to other vehicles on the road. Mounts to underside of frame. Lights included, hardware and some wiring supplied. Corners are welded and polished. Removable back cover. Measures 34” wide x 15” tall.

**ALL OUT. ALL SEASON. ALL DRIVE.**

**DECK PLATE**
Stainless steel deck plate. Sold in 7”x32” individual sections. Hardware included.

**UNIVERSAL**
**DML DUA068**
**ABP FL001**
10” WIDE, 4” TALL
**ABP FL001**
10” WIDE, 4” TALL

**FUEL TANK SKIRT**
Ends are welded and polished. Mounts to tank straps. All brackets and hardware included. Sold individually.

**HOOD WING**
Measures 10.5” deep and 41” wide. Consists of aluminum frame with stainless steel skin. Drilling of hood is required. All hardware and mounting brackets supplied.

**LICENSE PLATE HOLDERS**
Under bumper license plate holders are hinged and hang under the bumper. Hinge and hardware included. Bumper face license plate holders attached to the face of the bumper using existing bumper bolts. Sold individually.

**ALL OUT. ALL SEASON. ALL DRIVE.**
OUR REPUTATION IS STAINLESS!

HIGHEST QUALITY. LONGEST LASTING.

REAR FRAME COVERS AND REAR FRAME PLATES
Mounts to the rear frame. Fastens using supplied hardware. Some drilling required. Sold individually.

FRAME COVER: WITH LOGO
ABP FL102

FRAME COVER: PLAIN
ABP FL102A

FRAME PLATE: 4" ROUND LIGHTS, 1 LICENSE PLATE HOLDER
DML DUA088A

OVAL LIGHT BARS
Measure 4" wide with different light configurations. Designed to hang by the 2" lip. Bolts to any desired area. Hardware, lights and pigtailed included. Sold individually.

1 LIGHT: 9.25" LONG
DML DUA066

2 LIGHTS: 18" LONG
DML DUA067

3 LIGHTS: 26.25" LONG
DML DUA068

4 LIGHTS: 34.5" LONG
DML DUA069

X2AG2 (1) LED LIGHT: 8" LONG
DML DUA068X2A

X2AG2 (2) LED LIGHTS: 15.25" LONG
DML DUA067X2A

X2AG2 (3) LED LIGHTS: 22.5" LONG
DML DUA066X2A

X2AG2 (4) LED LIGHTS: 30" LONG
DML DUA069X2A

BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
Sold as a box of 10.
WITH LOGO
ABP FL106

TRAILER SERVICE BOX
Mounts to frame behind cab or sleeper. Attaches using supplied hardware.

UNIVERSAL (32" X 6")
DML DUA078

CUSTOM DEALERSHIP POSTERS
Custom posters are now available to help increase sales of stainless steel accessories! Available in 2 sizes - 24"x36", and 30"x48" - both portrait or landscape - complete with accessory listing. These posters are available to authorized Freightliner dealerships only. Contact one of our customer service representatives to order or learn more at 1-877-884-8555 or inquiries@dietersaccessories.com

DML DUA078

DIETER’S
Our Reputation is Stainless!

OUT WORK.
OUT PLAY.
OUT DRIVE.
OUT LAST.
OUT SHINE.

Two programs to serve you better. You may order Dieter’s high quality accessories through the PDC program or the DSP program. Either way, your customers will receive the highest quality products, that are designed to last through first ownership and beyond.

OEM certified…. Owner Satisfied.
OEM Certified, Owner Operator Approved...
Our Stainless Steel Products are Guaranteed to Outshine and Outlast.